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Percolation of water in aqueous solution and liquid–liquid immiscibility
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The first simulation study of the percolation of hydrogen bonded water clusters in the vicinity of the
region of immiscibility of an aqueous solution~of tetrahydrofuran! is reported. Percolation of water
is found in a wide concentration range on both sides of the liquid–liquid coexistence curve. An
infinite cluster appears with a probability of 50% at a water fraction significantly lower than the one
corresponding to the organic-rich branch of the coexistence curve. The fractal dimensiondf of the
infinite clusters at this threshold is found close to the two-dimensional~2D! value,df(2D)>1.9.
Three-dimensional~3D! percolation clusters form at the organic-rich branch of the coexistence
curve. At this water concentration the fractal dimension of an infinite cluster reaches the 3D value
df(3D)>2.5 and the cluster size distribution follows a power law with an exponentt>2.2. The
analysis of the clustering of the organic~tetrahydrofuran! molecules indicates that the immiscibility
gap of an aqueous solution corresponds to the concentration interval where both components are
above their respective percolation threshold. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1493183#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The relation between the macroscopic properties o
fluid and its microscopic structure—described in terms
molecular clusters—is an old problem originating from Ma
er’s theory,1 and is still an area of active researches.2 Fisher
made use of clusters of particles in his phenomenolog
theory of condensation.3 The development of percolatio
theory provoked studies of a possible correspondence
tween percolation transitions and the thermodynamic crit
point in lattice models. It was found for the Ising model th
the percolation transition could be mapped on the criti
point, if a purely geometrical definition of clusters is r
placed by a special physical~energetic! definition of bonded
pairs.4

There is no unambiguous criterion of particle connect
ity in simple continuum models.5 But also in this case, using
a proper definition of clusters, the percolation line can m
the coexistence curve at the critical point.6,7 Above the criti-
cal temperature a transition from a system composed of fi
clusters to an infinite percolating network of particles can
expected at some density. In particular, a line, correspond
to the vanishing surface tension of droplets, the so-ca
Kertezh line, was predicted.8 But despite all efforts, the rela
tion between percolation and thermal behavior is still n
clear, even for spin systems.9 For fluid systems compute
simulations revealed the existence of a percolation transi
in the supercritical state of Lennard-Jones~LJ! fluids10,11and
water.12–17However, the actual location of a percolation lin
at supercritical temperatures is strongly dependent on
definition of clusters.

Recently Campiet al. studied the percolation behavio
of a lattice gas model using a definition of droplets based
an energetic stability criterion.18 A percolation line, which
3290021-9606/2002/117(7)/3296/9/$19.00
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joins the thermodynamic critical point to the critical point
bond percolation, was found. Along this line, the droplet s
distributionns , with s being the cluster size, follows a powe
law ns;s2t with an exponentt>2.2 valid for random
percolation.19,20A similar percolation line is found in LJ flu-
ids, if the cluster definition is based on a bond criteri
which includes relative kinetic energy of pairs.11

Much less is known about the relationship between p
colation loci and first-order phase transitions. Early inves
gations suggested that below the critical temperature ph
separation occurs before an infinite cluster could appea
the system. This means that a true percolation transi
would not be observable in stable and probably not even
metastable regions. Klein suggested that the occurenc
infinite ramified droplets gives rise to a spinodal line, whi
is a line of percolation transitions,21 while the cluster distri-
bution has only a weak singularity at the coexistence cur
More recently it was shown however, that the Ising mod
mapped on the Bethe lattice, allows the simultaneous p
ence of two infinite percolating clusters of opposite spins
the metastable region.22

For realistic systems with short-range interactions
spinodal curve is not well defined. In systems with finit
range interactions a spinodal line as well as spinodal sin
larities should be rounded.23–25Inside the two-phase coexis
ence region a percolation is a transient phenomen
therefore, there are many possible ways to define a perc
tion line in this regime.25

The relation between phase transition and percola
has become of special importance with recent developm
in the analysis of multifragmentation processes in nucl
physics.26,27 The distribution of nuclear clusters resultin
from the decomposition of excited nuclear matter, can
6 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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3297J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 7, 15 August 2002 Percolation of water in aqueous solution
measured experimentally and therefore provides informa
about the thermodynamic state of the excited nucleus~a kind
of liquid–vapor phase transition of nuclear matter!. This
problem caused a renewed interest for the possibility to m
clustering on thermodynamics, i.e., to relate the cluster
distribution with liquid–vapor ~or fluid–fluid! phase
transitions.28–31The first-order liquid–gas phase transition
small systems was studied in Ref. 28 by means of lattice
models. It was found that the crossing of the coexistence
is accompanied by a minimum of the effective exponentt of
the cluster size distribution and the occurrence of a pro
nent maximum of its second moment. The liquid–gas ph
transition in a two-component lattice gas model with op
boundary conditions could be identified by a local minimu
of the exponentt. Furthermore, a global minimumt52.2 is
observed in the vicinity of the critical point.29 Qualitatively
similar results were obtained for a microcanonical lattice
model with fluctuating volume.30 A power law behavior of
the fragment size distribution with an exponent sligh
higher thant52.3 is observed in the region where a firs
order phase transition could be expected.

Despite the numerous simulation studies of the perc
tion of physical clusters in the various lattice models und
going first-order phase transition, only one such study
been performed for a continuous model, namely for LJ fl
ids. Campiet al. observed a curve of percolation loci at s
percritical temperatures and densities.11 This percolation
curve ends at the thermodynamic critical point. At subcriti
densities (r,rc) or subcritical temperatures (T,Tc) no sig-
nal of percolation behavior was observed. The cluster dis
bution ns deviates from a power law form and decreas
much faster withs thanns;s22.2 as it is expected at the tru
percolation threshold. However, a ‘‘macroscopic’’ cluster a
pears as soon as one penetrates into the two-phase re
This sharp signal corresponds to the crossing of the coe
ence curve and could provide a method to determine
liquid–gas phase boundary.

Hydrogen-bonded liquids, such as water, provide
rather well-defined criterion of connectivity, based on t
existence of a hydrogen bond between molecules. There
water was one of the first continuous systems used for c
prehensive studies of percolation behavior.32–34 Simulation
of the liquid–vapor coexistence curve of water35 indicates
that at the critical point the number of the hydrogen bon
per molecule is equal to the one obtained for the bond p
colation threshold of water.34

The breakdown of the three-dimensional water netw
with increasing concentration of solute in aqueous solutio
which are fully miscible over the whole concentration rang
is an area of active experimental research.36–47Studies of the
1,4-dioxane-water mixture by various experimental meth
evidence a breakdown of the water hydrogen-bond netw
at a 1,4-dioxane mole fraction of about 0.1~Refs. 36 and 37!
to 0.2 ~Refs. 38 and 39!. In aqueous solution of acetonitril
the infinite water network breaks at about 0.4 mole fract
of acetonitrile.40,41 Systematic experimental studies
alcohol–water mixtures show that water percolation is
longer present above 0.17, 0.10, and 0.09 mole fraction
methanol,43~a! ethanol,43~b! and propanol,43~c! respectively.
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The breakdown of the water network in aqueous solutio
was also used to explain peculiarities of various thermo
namic properties below 0.1 to 0.2 mole fraction
solutes.45,46 Finally, recent electrical conductivity measur
ments in isobutyric acid1water mixtures above the liquid–
liquid critical temperature indicate that a percolation li
starts at the critical point and remains at the critical com
sition in some temperature interval.47

There are no detailed computer simulation studies of
percolation threshold in aqueous solutions, although
analysis of water clustering is available for some system48

Obtaining a reliable statistics of large and spanning clus
is very time consuming. Another problem is related to t
knowledge of the intermolecular potentials, which must c
rectly reproduce the properties of aqueous solutions i
wide concentration range. As a matter of fact, a high se
tivity of the phase behavior of aqueous solution to slig
variations of cross interactions between the solute and
solvent is observed.49

In the present paper we report the first study of wa
percolation in aqueous solution in the vicinity of the regi
of immiscibility. This study follows the recent simulations o
the liquid–liquid coexistence curve of the tetrahydrofur
(THF)1water mixture,49 shown in Fig. 1. This mixture pos
sesses a closed loop immiscibility gap, which shows a la
sensitivity to small changes in experimental conditions, su
as deuteration of water or addition of ionic impurities.50,51

Moreover, the partial substitution of THF by deuterated TH
results in a complete disappearance of the immiscibi
region.52 It is recognized, that clustering phenomena play
important role in the evolution of the immiscibility gap in th
presently investigated mixture, as in other aqueo
solutions.53,54 So the THF1water mixture is a good candi
date to investigate more quantitatively the relation betwe
phase transition and percolation threshold in real liquids.

FIG. 1. Liquid–liquid coexistence curve of the aqueous solution of THF
terms of water mass fractionwW : results of Gibbs ensemble simulation
~Ref. 49! ~open circles!, two-terms fit with critical exponentb50.33 and
linear diameter~dotted line!. Percolation of water atT5325 K was studied
in 14 organic-rich solutions~solid circles! and percolation of THF in six
water-rich solutions~triangles!. The liquid–liquid coexistence curve lies in
the region where both components of the solution are above their perc
tion thresholds~indicated by arrows!.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. Parameters of the simulated mixtures atT5325 K and results of percolation analysis of water~mixtures 1–14! and THF~mixtures 15–20!. xTHF

andwTHF are the mole and mass fractions of THF,NTHF andNW are the numbers of THF and water molecules in the periodic simulation box, respect
Nconf is the number of configurations where a percolation analysis was performed,r is the mass density of mixtures,P is the percolation probability,nbond is
the average number of bonds between the considered molecules of the same kind~nbond5nH for water!, R is the probability to find an infinite cluster,Smean

is the mean cluster size, anddf is the fractal dimension of the infinite cluster. The size of box was 26.560.5 A for mixtures 1–14 and 40.1760.02 A for
mixtures 15–20. Concentrations of the coexisting phases are marked by asterisk.

xTHF wTHF NTHF NW Nconf r ~g cm23! P nbond R Smean df

1 0.359 0.692 97 173 13105 0.9071 0.872 2.241 1 8.79 2.602
2* 0.370 0.702 100 170 23105 0.9043 0.841 2.228 0.9992 12.65 2.506
3 0.391 0.720 102 159 23105 0.9003 0.800 2.181 0.9971 13.46 2.410
4 0.421 0.744 106 146 23105 0.8972 0.680 2.089 0.9825 15.97 2.269
5 0.442 0.761 106 134 2.53105 0.8941 0.675 2.055 0.9701 12.29 2.199
6 0.486 0.791 107 113 33105 0.8881 0.598 1.935 0.8005 10.07 2.040
7 0.502 0.801 103 102 23105 0.8869 0.520 1.847 0.7668 8.28 1.943
8 0.520 0.813 105 97 33105 0.8856 0.441 1.755 0.4822 8.76 1.821
9 0.538 0.823 107 92 23105 0.8824 0.488 1.799 0.4967 8.99 1.799

10 0.543 0.826 108 91 33105 0.8817 0.418 1.726 0.3970 8.44 1.737
11 0.551 0.831 113 92 13105 0.8817 0.395 1.660 0.3114 7.25 1.712
12 0.585 0.849 120 85 13105 0.8778 0.439 1.559 0.2190 5.75 1.729
13 0.610 0.862 125 80 23105 0.8763 0.444 1.520 0.0773 5.21 1.651
14 0.703 0.904 130 55 13105 0.8645 0.388 1.228 0.0031 3.25 1.465
15 0.0430 0.152 80 1800 13105 0.976 66 0.205 1.437 0.0064 4.03 1.622
16 0.0633 0.213 112 1656 33105 0.969 27 0.416 2.042 0.5907 10.40 2.289
17 0.0748 0.245 128 1584 33105 0.965 84 0.559 2.518 0.9187 13.38 2.518
18 0.0806 0.260 136 1552 33105 0.965 31 0.626 2.505 0.9779 15.73 2.692
19* 0.0865 0.275 144 1520 33105 0.964 35 0.861 2.755 0.9999 16.11 2.844
20 0.0931 0.291 152 1480 13105 0.961 61 0.932 2.942 1 14.11 2.945
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II. METHODS

Monte Carlo~MC! simulations of THF1water solutions
were performed in the NPT ensemble atP51 bar andT
5325 K, 350 K, and 375 K, respectively. The solutions we
prepared from different initial configurations and seve
millions of MC steps were performed for equilibratio
Analysis of clusters was carried out every 1000 MC ste
The final results were averaged over 100 000 to 300 000
lyzed configurations.

The intermolecular potentials are the same as those
in the previous study to obtain the liquid–liquid coexisten
curve49 shown in Fig. 1. Water–water interactions are mo
eled by the TIP4P model of water55 while THF–THF inter-
action are handled by a five-site model.56 For the LJ param-
eters between unlike species the Lorentz–Berthelot rules
used with a spherical cutoff put equal to 8 A. The Coulom
interactions between THF and water molecules are mu
plied by a factor of 1.2 in order to better reproduce the
perimental coexistence curve~see Ref. 49!.

We have checked the accuracy of these intermolec
potentials to predict the solution density, which is of gre
importance for percolation study. The simulated densities
20 THF1water solutions atT5325 K are presented in Tabl
I and are compared with available experimental data aT
5328 K ~Fig. 2!. It is clear that the chosen intermolecul
potentials reproduce the solution density with good accur
Uncorrected coulombic interactions between THF and wa
molecules were used in a MC simulation of THF1water
solutions atT5298 K in Ref. 57. The densities from thi
study are found significantly below the experimental d
available at the same temperature. This evidences that c
interactions used in the above paper are underestimated.
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thermore, the scattering of the simulated densities obse
in the intermediate concentration range probably origina
from a liquid–liquid phase separation inside the simulat
box of Ref. 57, As a matter of fact use of uncorrected TH
water interactions favors unmixing~see Ref. 49!.

Our definition of water connectivity is based on th
H-bond criteria adopted for the analysis of percolation
water.33,34 In this framework two water molecules are co
sidered to belong to the same cluster if they are connecte
a continuous H-bond network. A combined energy-distan

FIG. 2. Densities of the aqueous solutions of THF. Densities atT5325 K,
obtained in this study~solid circles! with the intermolecular potentials use
in Ref. 49. Experimental data atT5328 K from Ref. 58~squares! and Ref.
59 ~diamonds!. Densities atT5298 K, simulated in Ref. 57~asterisks! with
uncorrected cross parameters~see text!, and experimental data at the sam
temperature from Refs. 58–60~open circles!.
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3299J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 7, 15 August 2002 Percolation of water in aqueous solution
H-bond criterion was used to determine the connectivity
tween water molecules for all studied concentrations
temperatures. This connectivity criterion is much less a
biguous for hydrogen bonds than in the case of LJ mod
The value of the H-bond distanceRW,3.5 A is found from
the first minimum of the oxygen–oxygen distribution fun
tion, while the energetic criterionUW,22.6 kcal/mol is
found from the distribution of the water–water pair intera
tion energies in solution. The location of the minimum in t
latter distribution varies only slightly in the range of tem
perature and concentration investigated here. These cri
are commonly used for the analysis of hydrogen bonds
computer simulations of water12–17,35and lead to an averag
numbernH of hydrogen bonds per molecule in pure wa
~nH53.26 atT5300 K andnH53.13 atT5325 K! which is
in agreement with available experimental data~see Ref. 61
for comparison of some experimental and simulation da!.
The influence of the above connectivity criteria on the clus
distribution is evaluated later in this paper.

Each selected configuration was inspected with the
tention to locate the possible presence of an ‘‘infinite’’ clu
ter, i.e., a cluster which spans the periodic simulation box
least in one direction. To identify the percolation thresho
we used the following criteria:~i! the probabilityR to find an
infinite cluster is 50%;~ii ! the cluster number distributionns

obeys a power lawns;s2t with the universal exponentt
52.19,19 wheres is the number of molecules in the cluste
~iii ! the infinite cluster at the threshold is a fractal object w
fractal dimensiondf52.53;20 ~iv! the mean cluster size
Smean5Snss

2/Snss ~the largest cluster is excluded from th
sums! has a maximum at the threshold in an infinite system
just before the threshold in a finite box. Moreover we calc
lated the probabilityP for a given molecule to be a membe
of the infinite cluster~percolation probability!.

The system approaches to the percolation threshold
increasing parameterp, which is a site occupancy for sit
percolation or a bond probability for bond percolation. It
not cleara priori how to choose the parameterp in fluid
mixtures to analyze the percolation of components. In sim
continuous models the volume and packing fraction are u
ally used as relevant variables. However, the volume frac
of components is not easy to define in solution with lar
mixing volume such as THF1water. Therefore, in the
present paper we use various concentration variables:wi , the
mass fraction,w i , the volume fraction computed in neglec
ing the mixing volume,xi , the mole fraction as well asr i ,
the partial density, wherei denotes water or THF.

III. RESULTS

Water clustering is analyzed at fixed temperatures
different water concentrations on both sides of the immis
bility region. The parameters of the investigated solutio
and the main results of the percolation analysis are prese
in Table I~mixtures 1–14 for the THF-rich side and mixture
15–20 for the water-rich side!. In the one-phase region be
tween the water-rich branch of the coexistence curve and
pure water we found that water in solution always percola
On the THF-rich side of the coexistence curve water clus
ing was investigated atT5325 K in solutions of various con
Downloaded 07 Oct 2004 to 129.217.216.20. Redistribution subject to AI
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centrations including the concentration at coexistence
one concentration in the metastable region~see Fig. 1!.

The probabilityR to find an infinite cluster as a functio
of the mass fraction of water is given in Fig. 3. The perc
lation threshold is found atwW50.183 (xW50.473,wW

50.162,rW50.162 g cm23) located far from the organic
rich branch of the coexistence curve at this temperat
(wW,CC50.298, xW,CC50.641, wW,CC50.269,rW,CC

50.270 g cm23). The evolution of the cluster size distribu
tion when crossing this percolation threshold is shown
Fig. 4. At the percolation threshold in the range of clus

FIG. 3. Probability to find a percolating cluster of water molecules a
function of mass fractionwW of water in solution~open circles!. The fit of
the simulation data to a sigmoid function locates a percolation thresho
aboutwW50.183 ~arrow!. The concentration at the organic-rich branch
the coexistence curve is also indicated~CC! by arrow.

FIG. 4. Size distribution of water clusters in three solutions close to the
percolation threshold:~a! wW50.169~below threshold!, ~b! wW50.187~ap-
proximately at the threshold!, and~c! wW50.199~above threshold!. Scaling
law, predicted at the percolation threshold for an infinite 3D lattice, is sho
by lines.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3300 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 7, 15 August 2002 Oleinikova et al.
sizes 14,s,50 the cluster distribution is consistent with
critical power law n(s);s2t with an exponentt>2.2.
When the water concentration exceeds the threshold valu
specific ‘‘hump’’ appears at large cluster size@Fig. 4~c!#, a
feature usually related to the crossing of the percolat
threshold. However, the range of validity of the critical la
is much narrower than it is commonly found in continuo
systems.11 Moreover, the other cluster properties do not fo
low the critical percolation behavior. For, example, the fra
tal dimension of the infinite clusters at the threshold is fou
at aboutdf>1.9, significantly below the critical valuedf

>2.5 observed in 3D lattices and close to the valuedf

>91/48, predicted for 2D percolation~see Fig. 5!. The 3D
value ofdf itself is reached just at the organic-rich branch
the coexistence curve. Concerning the mean cluster
Smean, it shows a local maximum at the percolation thresh
and continues to increase with increasing water concen
tion ~Fig. 6!.

Accordingly one can conclude that percolation of wa
in the organic-rich phase betweenwW50.183 andwW,CC

50.298 is essentially a 2D percolation. The average num
of H bonds per water moleculenH at this threshold isnH

51.80 ~see Table I! that is close to the bond percolatio
threshold for pure water, observed when varying the H-bo
definition @nH51.55 ~Ref. 34!#. For comparison, near th
water critical pointnH51.6.35

The 3D percolation threshold of water occurs right at
organic-rich branch of the coexistence curve (wW,CC

50.298), where the fractal dimension of the infinite clus
achieves the 3D valuedf52.53 ~Fig. 5!. At this concentra-
tion the cluster size distribution obeys a power law behav
in a wide range of cluster sizes 1,s,80 @Fig. 7~b!#. For
lower concentrations a positive deviation from the power l
is observed in the cluster size range below the hump rel
to ‘‘infinite’’ clusters @Fig. 7~a!#. For the water concentratio
just inside the two-phase region a negative deviation fr
the power law is noticeable before the hump@Fig. 7~c!#. The

FIG. 5. Fractal dimensiondf of spanning water clusters as function of ma
fraction of water~circles! and a polynomial fit~solid line!. The exact result
for a 2D lattice@df591/48 ~Ref. 18!# and df52.53 obtained from recen
simulations of a 3D lattice~Ref. 19! are shown by dotted and dashed line
respectively. The percolation threshold of water in the organic-rich ph
and the location of the coexistence curve are indicated by arrows.
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pronounced decrease of the mean cluster sizeSmean before
the water content achieveswW,CC ~Fig. 6!, also indicates a
percolation threshold in this concentration range. Besid
below the percolation threshold the increase of the m
cluster size is consistent with the power lawSmean

;(pCC2p)2g with the exponentg51.8 of geometrical
percolation,19 where pCC is the value of the concentratio
variablep on the coexistence curve.~See Fig. 6, where the
volume fraction of water is used as a concentration variab!

In simple models the percolation threshold is ve
sensitive to the criteria of connectivity between molecul

e

FIG. 6. Mean size of water clusters~excluded the largest cluster! versus
volume fraction of water~circles!. Below the percolation thresholdSmean

follows a power law predicted by percolation theory with exponentg51.8
~solid curve! if the composition of the organic-rich phase at coexistence
taken as a percolation threshold.

FIG. 7. Size distribution of water clusters in three solutions close to
organic-rich branch of the coexistence curve CC:~a! wW50.280~one-phase
region outside the immiscibility gap!, ~b! wW,CC50.298~organic-rich phase
at coexistence!, and ~c! wW50.309 ~concentration inside the immiscibility
gap, probably in the metastable region!. Scaling law, predicted theoretically
at the percolation threshold, is shown by lines.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3301J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 7, 15 August 2002 Percolation of water in aqueous solution
This is why these criteria are still an area of discussion11

This is not the case for water at ambient conditions, wh
the chosen distance and energy criteria for the hydro
bonds can be fixed within a narrow range. Neverthele
we have checked the influence of the connectivity crite
on the percolation threshold and other percolation pr
erties. Figure 8~a! shows the change of the probabili
R to find an infinite cluster if the criterion for pair energ
UW522.8 kcal mol21 is chosen instead of UW

522.6 kcal mol21 used above. The strengthening of the e
ergetic criterion results in a shift of the percolation thresh
of about 6% and a decrease of 0.06 on the average numb
H bonds per molecule in all investigated solutions.

In order to check the finite-size effect on the location
the percolation threshold we performed simulations with
times more molecules at the same concentrations. We
serve no significant shift of the percolation threshold@see
Fig. 8~b!#, determined as the probabilityR50.5 to find an
infinite cluster, although the concentration dependence oR
becomes steeper.

In summary the formation of an infinite water netwo
with increasing water concentration in aqueous solut
takes place in two steps. The first step is attributed t
quasi-2D percolation that occurs at low water concentrati
far away from the coexistence curve. This step is charac
ized by the appearance of infinite clusters with fractal dim
sion corresponding to the 2D percolation, the presence
characteristic hump on the cluster size distribution and b
local maximum of the mean cluster size~susceptibility! at
the percolation threshold. Onset of the true 3D percolatio
observed on the organic-rich branch of the coexiste

FIG. 8. ProbabilityR to find an infinite cluster as function of the mas
fraction of waterwW . ~a! With the energetic criterion for water connectivit
UW522.6 kcal mol21 ~solid circles, solid curve! and UW

522.8 kcal mol21 ~open circles, dotted curve!. The variation from22.6 to
22.8 increases the percolation threshold fromwW50.183 to wW50.195
~vertical dotted lines!. ~b! Influence of the size of the simulation boxL
526.5 A ~solid circles, solid curve! and L553 A ~open circles, dotted
curve!. No significant shift of the percolation threshold is visible.
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curve, where the fractal dimension of the infinite clus
reaches the theoretical 3D valuedf>2.5 and where the clus
ter distribution follows a power law~with t>2.2! over a
wide range of cluster sizes.

We have also done an analysis of water clustering
higher temperatures, namelyT5350 K andT5375 K. The
interval of concentration between the quasi-2D percolat
threshold and the coexistence curve is found similar to
one observed atT5325 K. The fractal dimension of the in
finite clusters at the coexistence curve is found to bedf

>2.5 for T5350 K anddf>2.7 for T5375 K. The cluster
size distribution shows a power law behavior at the conc
tration of coexistence on the organic-rich branch of the
existence curve atT5350, and at a slightly lower water con
centration atT5375 K. This small deviation of the 3D
percolation threshold at higher temperatures could proba
be corrected by readjusting the connectivity criteria, e
taking into consideration the kinetic energy contribution
the binding energy.

To compare the percolation process of water molecu
with the behavior of the organic component, which consi
of more simple particles, we performed also a cluster ana
sis of the THF molecules. The distance-energy criterion
THF connectivity includes a distance cutoffRTHF57.5 A and
an energy cutoffUTHF520.5 kcal mol21, found from the
pair correlation function between centers of the THF m
ecules and from the distribution of the THF–THF pair en
gies, respectively. The main results of the percolation an
sis for 6 mixtures are given in Table I~mixtures 15–20!. The
probabilities to find an infinite THF cluster are shown in Fi
9 as a function of THF density. A percolation threshold f
the THF molecules~at rTHF50.201 g cm23, Fig. 9, which
corresponds towTHF50.207, as indicated in Fig. 1;xTHF

50.061; wTHF50.232! is observed below the THF concen
tration of the water-rich phase~at rTHF,CC50.265 g cm23,
Fig. 9; wTHF,CC50.275, Fig. 1; xTHF,CC50.087; wTHF,CC

50.305!. The THF percolation starts approximately at 24
in volume fraction of THF, normalized to the maximum
packing fraction. This latter value is in reasonable agreem

FIG. 9. ProbabilityR to find an infinite cluster of water~solid circles, solid
curve! or THF ~triangles, dotted curve! as a function of partial mass densit
r i of water or THF, respectively.
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with the critical volume fraction obtained for interactin
spheres.5,62 However, the maximum of the mean cluster si
and the occurrence of the 3D value for the fractal dimens
of the infinite cluster are observed closer to the coexiste
curve than the 50% probabilityR to find an infinite cluster. In
general, the results for THF percolation in aqueous solu
are less reliable than those for water percolation due to
eral reasons. The THF molecules are quite large and t
mobility in solution is lower than that of water. Therefore,
correct sampling of cluster configurations becomes diffic
at low THF concentrations. The connectivity criteria for TH
are more ambiguous than for water due to weaker and m
isotropic interactions. Moreover, these criteria for THF clu
tering are more sensitive to the thermodynamic conditi
because the pair interactions are of the order ofkBT. Finally
notice that investigating THF percolation in water-rich so
tions needs thousands of water molecules in the simula
box ~see Table I!, a requirement that makes the compu
study of THF percolation extremely time consuming.

In view of shortcomings of the above-mentioned perc
lation analysis we can only conclude that percolation of
organic molecules occurs at a THF concentration close t
slightly below the water-rich branch of the coexisten
curve.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The percolation of water in an aqueous mixture (TH
1water) is observed in a wide concentration range on b
sides of the liquid–liquid coexistence curve. It proceeds
two steps. In a first step an infinite cluster with fractal d
mension close to the 2D percolation value appears in
system at a water concentrationxW'0.53, i.e., far below the
concentration of unmixing. This conclusion agrees with
assumption made many years ago63 about the presence of 2D
water surfaces in THF1water mixtures aroundxW'0.5. Be-
sides, a 2D percolation threshold of water in hydrated p
teins was observed by a sharp increase of the prot
conductivity.64 At this threshold water molecules adsorb
on the surface of the protein form a network along wh
protons can be transferred. It’s appearance was reporte
water concentrations fromwW50.08 to 0.15 for various pro
teins, which is comparable withwW'0.18 obtained in our
study and less than monolayer coverage. It was establis
that a 2D percolation threshold of water coincides with
onset of water-induced functionality of biological molecule
for example, enzymatic activity of proteins.64

The occurrence of 3D percolation is observed directly
the organic-rich branch of the coexistence curve. At this w
ter concentration the fractal dimension of an infinite clus
reaches the 3D valuedf>2.5 and the clusters size distribu
tion follows a power law with the corresponding critical e
ponentt>2.2.

The present study suggests a new method to locate
liquid–liquid coexistence curve in aqueous solutions ba
on an analysis of clustering. The first clue is given by t
critical fractal dimension of infinite clustersdf>2.5 ~Fig. 5,
Table I! and the second one is a log–log analysis of
cluster size distribution~Fig. 7!. The latter distribution seem
to be a very sensitive indicator of the crossing of the co
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istence curve. Thus a negative deviation of the cluster s
distribution from the power law in the cluster size region ju
below the hump@Fig. 7~c!# coincides with the entering into
the metastable region inside the coexistence curve.

The percolation threshold of THF is observed on t
water-rich side of the region of immiscibility, very close t
the water-rich branch of the coexistence curve. So, the
miscibility gap of the investigated aqueous solution cor
sponds to the concentration interval where both water
organic solute are above their respective percolation thre
old. These findings lead to the somewhat paradoxical
pothesis, that for completely miscible aqueous solutions~no
immiscibility gap! the percolation regions of the two compo
nents do not overlap. Combining our findings for subcritic
temperatures with observations of the percolation behavio
supercritical systems4,10,18 we construct the schematic Fig
10, which indicates the location of the percolation thresh
for both components. In line with the above hypothesis,Ta

corresponds to completely miscible solution, while atTb an
immiscibility gap is opening. Below we give some addition
arguments to support this conclusion and discuss its co
spondence with available experimental results.

As evoked earlier, the strengthening of THF–water cro
interactions causes a strong shrinking of the immiscibi
region.49 This is accompanied by a decrease of water–wa
hydrogen bonding and by a shift of the water percolat
threshold towards higher water concentration. In particula
strengthening of the Coulombic THF–water cross inter
tions by a factor of 2.0 instead of a factor 1.2 decreases
average number of water–water H-bonds per molecule
0.7 and the 2D percolation threshold shifts from 0.19 to 0

FIG. 10. Schematic liquid–liquid coexistence curve of an aqueous solu
~dashed line! and location of the percolation thresholds of water and sol
molecules~solid lines!. Simultaneous percolation of both components o
curs in the double-hatched region, which coincides approximately with
coexistence curve~the solution develops an immiscibility gap atT5Tb!. In
the totally miscible solution atT5Ta the percolation regions of the two
components do not overlap. At higher temperatures both percolation
will reach the liquid–vapor critical points of the pure components.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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mass fraction of water. Conversely, a weakening of TH
water cross interactions causes a strong extension of the
miscibility region49 and an increase of water–water hydr
gen bonding.57

Our results agree with the experimentally observed e
lution of the immiscibility gap upon deuteration of THF o
water.51,52 It is reasonable, that the replacement of the p
tons of THF by deuterons effects mainly the THF–wa
interaction. Due to its strengthening, the water percolat
threshold shifts to higher water concentrations and caus
shrinkage of the immiscibility gap. Deuteration of wat
strengthens both water–water and THF–water interactio
but this effect will be more significant for the water–wat
interactions, hence, one could expect the water percola
threshold to shift to a lower content and thus lead to
extension of the immiscibility gap.

The idea, that for completely miscible aqueous solutio
the percolation regions of the two components do not ov
lap, is also supported by available experimental results
completely miscible mixtures of water and 1,4-dioxane
hydrogen-bonded water network is observed only below
mole fraction of dioxane, while bulklike dioxane clusters a
found only above 0.3 mole fraction.37 Similar results were
obtained for completely miscible alcohol–water mixtures43

Another example is given by the acetonitrile1water mixture,
where a liquid–liquid phase separation is observed at s
salt concentration. This is interpreted as due to an increas
water–water hydrogen bonds.42

The percolation behavior of the components in a bin
mixture in relation to the region of immiscibility seems to b
very similar to water-oil-surfactant microemulsions, whi
possess two micellar and a bicontinuous phase. Experime
studies of the water and oil percolation in such syste
showed that the bicontinuous phase corresponds to the
centration range where both oil and water are above t
percolation thresholds.65 When only one component perco
lates the system shows micellar structure. The volume f
tions of water and oil at their percolation thresholds we
found near 20% which is quite close to our results for wa
and THF. The presence of the percolation clusters of b
components results in a bicontinuous microemulsion, wh
has to be stabilized by surfactant, whereas macrosc
phase separation is observed in the binary mixtures with
surfactant.

Note also, that the idea to connect percolation pheno
ena with liquid–liquid immiscibility in aqueous solutions
also explored in a recent paper,66 where the region of immis-
cibility is attributed to the percolation of ‘‘solute-rich clus
ters.’’

Finally, we would like to mention that it may be reaso
able to expect the percolation threshold to coincide not w
the coexistence curve, but the spinodal line.21 However, there
is no unambiguous way to locate the spinodal line. It is p
sible, that in aqueous solutions the spinodal is quite clos
the liquid–liquid coexistence curve~see Ref. 67, for ex-
ample!. Thus, we cannot exclude that the percolation thre
olds for both components in THF1water mixture coincide
with the spinodal lines within the accuracy of present sim
lations.
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Summarizing, we present results which suggest t
cluster analysis may be a useful way of locating liquid
liquid coexistence curves. However, further work is need
to establish a more general and firm connection between
colation transition and phase separation.
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